Let the Business work and we will take care of it!

Choose the best - a partnership with the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry!

Your business comfort is our job!

“We believe the changes taking place in Ukraine and particularly in the metropolitan region, positive and favourable economic dynamics will initiate interesting joint projects and will do Kyiv attractive for productive business contacts.”

Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, is an industrial, commercial, financial, educational, scientific and a cultural center where the central government authorities and many institutions are located.

Here there is also located the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry carrying out the main activity within the metropolitan region.

The Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry is found and operates in accordance with the Law “On Chambers of Commerce and Industry in Ukraine” adopted by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine in December 1997 and develops together with the network of chambers in our state.

The Kyiv CCI is a non-governmental organization operating on the principles of complete economic self-repayment and is aimed at promoting the development of the national economy and its integration into the world system, strengthening of market mechanisms and providing practical assistance to enterprises of all forms of ownership of the Kyiv Region.

The range of activities carrying out by the metropolitan Chamber is very wide and is focused on establishing business contacts between Ukrainian and foreign organizations, development of new forms of cooperation, participation in implementation of international programs and holding business meetings, business missions, conferences and presentations.

The Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry consistently directs its activities toward developing business potential of Kyiv that facilitates its steady transformation into a business and financial center which is capable to occupy a decent place among European cities.

“We are convinced of the fidelity of our chosen guidelines and we, being working for the business, face the future of Ukraine.”

Zasulskyi Mykola
President of the KCCI
The statements that the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the world including the Ukrainian system of Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry have a significant advantage over other business associations, namely, almost 400-years historical and traditional option - the association of entrepreneurs and industrialists to protect and defend their interests. That is precisely what makes it worthwhile to appreciate the Chamber’s image, its business reputation, to consider our Chamber’s members the greatest value and their interests the most important. The Chamber advances, becomes potentially attractive, more professional and more influential.

Our ship is under sails already filled with wind! Join us!

The Kyiv Chamber of Commerce is constantly improving its work and improving cooperation with the Chamber’s members, our efforts are aimed at satisfying the needs of our partners, the development of business climate in the city of Kyiv. The Chamber is a bridge between government and business, it takes a direct part in the implementation of city programs for support and development of entrepreneurship in Kyiv – “The Best Exporter of the Year”, “Metropolitan Quality Standard”.

Business Support Center which was established by the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) within the framework of EU4 Business Initiative started its activity. SME’s Support Program is being implemented with the assistance of EBRD and the European Union.

KCCI realizes its aim through:
► wording of Business Agenda - Strategies of regional economic development for local authorities;
► representation and advocacy of the Chamber’s members;
► cooperation with business associations and membership base development;
► KCCI participation in public Councils and committees at central and local authorities;
► introduction of modern approaches to business training and retraining for entrepreneurship;
► provision of necessary and innovative services;
► involvement of foreign investment projects in the region, work with donors and grants;
► assistance in increasing the export potential of regional business;
► it is natural that the Chamber performs the arbitrary function.

Chamber’s mission:
By integrating the metropolitan business, KCCI promotes the development of entrepreneurship, innovation, investment, financial and consumer services in Kyiv, creates conditions for increasing its competitiveness and integration into the markets of Europe and the World, ensures representation of business interests before the authorities at the national and regional levels, provides comprehensive services for the development of entrepreneurship and foreign trade activities.
The history of the Kyiv CCI is a world tradition and practice of the development of chamber movement which already exist more than 400 years since the Marseilles Chamber was established in France.

Stages of formation and development of the modern KCCI are rooted in or related to the activities of merchant clubs, stock exchange committees, various industrial assemblies and associations.

**1904**
Decision of the Municipal Duma to establish a chamber of commerce in Kyiv.

**1912**
Creation of the Southwest Branch of the Kyiv Export Chamber.

**1944**
Creation of the Central Office of the All-Union Chamber of Commerce in Kyiv.

**1995**
The Kyiv Chamber of Commerce on the initiative of 182 entrepreneurs of Kyiv Region. The first agreement on cooperation was signed with the Leipzig CCI.

**1997**
The Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry celebrated its house-warming in a new building at the address: B. Khmelnytskoho St., 55.

We exist for more than 100 years.

**Lobbying Business Interests**

**Held**
- 4 enlarged sessions of the Chamber’s committees with participation of deputies of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine.
- 5 round tables
- 8 conferences
- 1150 entrepreneurs participated

**Presented**
- Business proposals submitted to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine: up to 20 bills and 14 subordinate regulatory acts

**Active cooperation with**
- The Committees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine and the Deputies’ Corpus

**Representation of business interests in**
- Ministries and Agencies
- Members of Colleagues, Working Groups, Public Councils

**Board of Directors**

**2018 - 2020 is developed for the Kyiv City State Administration**

**THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY**
International cooperation

- Member of the Hanseatic Parliament
- International Trade Club - meeting once a year
- Days of Kyiv in twin cities abroad
- Member of intergovernmental economic commissions
- Member of the “International Silk Way Alliance”
- International forums of partner foreign chambers
- 74 agreements with chambers of Europe and the world
- 43 representatives of embassies and international organizations
- 70 entrepreneurs in 2018
- 10 international forums of partner foreign chambers

Twin cities of Kyiv:

International projects

- FREE HELP FOR YOUR COMPANY FROM GERMAN EXPERTS
  Target audience: representatives of enterprises of any form of ownership
  - Term of applications for an expert from Germany is one year

- COOPERATION WITH EBRD AS BUSINESS SUPPORT CENTER WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF EU4Business INITIATIVE
  Target audience: representatives of SMEs in different areas of activity
  - Training “Internet Marketing Tools for Business Promotion”
  - Training “Fundamentals of Financial Management” (series Women in Business)
  - Forum “Business Case Study”
  - Webinar “Cost and pricing management for SMEs”
  - Training “Company’s presentation at international exhibitions and forums”

- GERMAN AND UKRAINIAN PARTNERSHIP PROJECT OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
  Target audience: CCI employees, SMEs representatives
  - Training “Money Hunter - Friend & Sales Manager”
  - Seminar “Writing Foreign Economic Contracts”
  - Training for SMEs “Negotiating”

- “Energy Manager” Program is a single qualification concept for the whole of Germany, as well as the world, based on the standards and norms of the Nuremberg Chamber of Commerce and Industry (copyright), the Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry (DIHK e.V.) and the organization responsible for the professional education and advanced training - DINK-Buildings-GmbH.

- 74 joint events since 2016
- 4 joint events since 2017
- 19 invited experts since 2015
- 20 joint events since 2016
- 4 joint events since 2017
- 19 invited experts since 2015

THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
Export Support Center

- Organization of Ukrainian Expositions
- Organization of participation in international exhibitions
- Expert assessment of readiness for participation in exhibitions
- Organization of forums, round tables

International events

- 7 STANDS EACH YEAR
- 35000 NEGOTIATIONS during the EXHIBITION
- 25 international EXHIBITIONS
- 300 countries of the WORLD
- 300 PARTICIPANTS since 2016

Business Education Center of the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Professionalism for practitioners

Business Education Center provides high-quality training and advanced training of specialists and managerial staff for the development of personnel, competitiveness and export opportunities of enterprises. It represents the real sector of the economy and is characterized by practical orientation and European quality of training.

Benefits of the Business Education Center are:
- Partnership with leading educational and consulting centers, the best domestic and foreign trainer-practitioners
- Orientation to business needs
- High efficiency of educational programs
- Perfect classrooms and didactic equipment, modern education methods, European standards of quality and moderate prices!

Detailed information at web-address: training-center.kiev.ua

- 5000 ENTERPRISES TOOK PART IN ADVANCED TRAINING
- 320 ENTERPRISES - TRAINING WITH GERMAN EXPERTS
- 37 ENTERPRISES UNDERWENT IN-DEPTH TRAINING ABROAD
- 25 BUSINESS TRAINERS HAD TRAINING IN THE SCHOOL OF COACHING SKILL
- 13 BUSINESS TRAINERS WERE GIVEN A CERTIFICATE

Business Education Center offers open and corporate courses, trainings and B2B programs in specialized projects such as:
- School of foreign languages
- School of Business Communications
- School of coaching skill
- School of Business
- School of foreign languages
- School of coaching skill
Consulting, information, educational and other types of support for SMEs

Target audience: representatives of SMEs in all sectors of the economy

Direct financing and grants for SMEs from EBRD

Kyiv Business Support Center is created with the support of EBRD within the framework of the EUBusiness Initiative of the European Union

2 joint events in 2017

April 25: Conference “Startup – tool for implementing innovations”

May 31: Conference “Blockchain - as the main driver for the digital transformation of the economy, small and medium business”

June 21: Seminar “Branding: brand creation and management”

September 27: Conference “Methods and tools for market analysis. Intelligence systems of analysis and reporting for SMEs”

October 24: Seminar “Optimization of the company’s structure. Effective management”

November 27: Seminar “Entering of companies to EU market: partner search, preparation and certification of goods, distribution of goods”
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MEDIATION CENTER OF THE KCCI

MEDIATION - SOLUTION OF DISPUTES OUT-OF-COURT WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF THIRD NEUTRAL IMPARTIAL PARTY-MEDIATOR

MEDIATION CENTER IS CREATED WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF THE KCCI IN THE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM OF LEIPZIG CCI AND LVIV CCI

Round table on “Mediation as one of the effective means of settling fiscal disputes and building partnerships between government and business”

LEGAL SERVICES

WE PROVIDE THE FULL SET OF LEGAL SERVICES, IN PARTICULAR:

► evidence of force majeure under applications of business entities;
► examination of documents and issuance of conclusions on a substantial change of circumstances (hardship);
► representing the interests of customers at the ICAC at the Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and other courts;
► support of the execution of decisions of foreign courts in Ukraine and abroad;
► development and examination of contracts;
► legal advice on various branches of law

ADVANTAGES

► saving of time and costs
► legal assistance when filing a case in court
► ability to choose a judge
► quick resolution of dispute
► pay only a one-time arbitration fee
► minimum formalities
► possibility of enforcing a court decision

ARBITRATION

MEDIATION - INTERACTION IN SOLUTION OF BUSINESS CONFLICTS POSSIBILITY TO SETTLE BUSINESS DISPUTES QUICKLY

THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
Competition “CAPITAL STANDARD OF QUALITY”
This competition is aimed at revealing high-quality products manufactured by enterprises of Kyiv. The competition target is not only to determine the most quality products of Kyiv manufacturers but also an estimation of the ability of enterprises to produce high-quality products for a long time. Participation in the competition for subjects of entrepreneurial activity is foreseen solely on a voluntary basis that coincides in full with the methodology used in the European Union.

Exhibition-presentation “MADE IN KYIV”
Popularization and promotion of the industrial products manufactured in Kyiv;
- increasing recognition of Kyiv brands;
- providing the enterprises of Kyiv with additional opportunities for the advertisement of their products;
- assistance in creation new jobs in the capital and fill the domestic market;
- attraction of potential investors to the production enterprises of Kyiv.

STATE SUPPORT OF UKRAINIAN EXPORTS
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
of the Kyiv City State Administration with the participation of the Kyiv Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Board of Directors of enterprises, establishments and organizations of Kyiv at the Kyiv City State Administration holds the competition “The Best Exporter of the Year”

Key parameters:
- total exports in actual prices in the reporting year (USD ths);
- growth rate of exports in the reporting year compared to the year preceding the reporting year (%);
- exports in the reporting year per one employee (USD ths);
- specific weight of exports in the total volume of product sales in the reporting year (%).

The winners are entitled to use the mark “The Best Exporter of the Year” for labeling products; Diploma “The Best Exporter of the Year”; Mark “The Best Exporter of the Year”.

THE KCCI is a reliable partner of the metropolitan business

THE KYIV CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

Committee for Construction and Building Materials
Sakhanskyi Yevhen
Director of LLC “SEAPS”

Committee for Promotion of Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
Lypsky Oleksandr
Head of Agency “Lipsky Marketing Group”

Committee for Business Security
Buchynskyi Yosyp
Chairman of the Board JSC “Yar.VaI”

Committee of women entrepreneurs
Samoilenko Tetiana
Financial Director of TM “Ukrainochka”

Committee for Construction and Building Materials
Sakhanskyi Yevhen
Director of LLC “SEAPS”

Committee for Development of Export Potential, Foreign Economic and Investment Activity
Kostiukov Serhii
Co-founder of import-export company KB IMPEX

Committee on Industry
Sokolovskiy Mykola
Director of SE “Halvanotekhnika” PJSC “Radar”

Committee of women entrepreneurs
Samoilenko Tetiana
Financial Director of TM “Ukrainochka”
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